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ABSTRACT

1.

Genericity and performance are usually perceived as contradictory directions in software development. The frequently
voiced opinion “special problems require special solutions”
hinders overcoming the fears of abstraction penalties. With
the complexity of state-of-the art problems such isolated approaches often tend to be dead ends. Generic approaches for
scientific simulation models have become imperative: to improve the accuracy for a specific model we need to interface
alternative implementations of a numerical scheme; to couple a-priori distinct simulation models in a Grid environment
we need to utilize a common denominator for data exchange;
last but not least for visualization we need to cover a broad
range of input data stemming from diverse sources. In this
article we present a novel approach to cover a wide range
of application domains based on the mathematical model of
fiber bundles, C++ template meta programming and multiparadigm programming within one language. This approach
allows the implementation of mathematical formulae as close
to their abstract notation as possible, while still providing
code performance close to or even exceeding a native FORTRAN reference implementation. The proposed approach
covers finite elements, finite volumes and finite differences
within the same environment, and through a mathematically founded data structure it canonically maps to a file
format suitable for HPC usage.

Very early scientific software often consists of a monolithic
single applications, dedicated to solve a fairly special problem. Applications of this kind perform exceptionally well,
as they are written by domain experts and fine tuned manually. But extending their field beyond the initial set of
problems requires a considerable amount of maintenance by
the developing group. Extending a single application also is
combined with a high investment of time to learn its internals, which often requires in depth knowledge. Frequently,
programmers thus opt for recreation of their applications
because this alternative is faster and less likely to fail. However, this approach does not scale as soon as multiple single
applications are required to operate together. Such interoperability is inevitable in particular in the fields of
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• visualization,
• multi-physics applications and
• workflows within grid environments.
The extensibility of applications hugely depends on the ease
of re-usability of their components. The issue of finding
an application-independent data model, constituted by the
underlying data structure and the operations possible on it,
was recognized and has led to various approaches but no
final solution has yet emerged - a good discussion on this
topic can be found in [12].
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Mandatory to the success of a common data model and the
re-usability of its operative components are its
i. applicability (what is the range of the model?),
ii. simplicity (what is the learning time of the model?)
and
iii. performance (what is the execution time of the implemented model?).
While for single applications performance is most important, applicability beyond the certain problem is of minor
relevance, and simplicity nearly ignored at all, the situation
is different once interoperability aspects come in. In that
case, simplicity is of importance similar to the the one of
performance, since a developer, usually under pressure to
provide quick results, rarely takes the burden of interfacing
a more complex model beyond his current needs. The fear
of decreased performance as compared to isolated solutions,

frequently termed as “abstraction penalty”, is often used to
argue against generic approaches in general, although the
actual fear seems to be mostly against simplicity. However, utilizing modern programming paradigms applicability
and performance have become orthogonal aspects while still
maintaining an impressive level of simplicity, which will be
demonstrated below.

1.1

Previous work

The concept of a “data model”, denoting a data structure
with a set of operations on them, was first considered by
F. Codd when defining relational databases [19]. Since then,
data models have been sought as well for scientific simulation
and visualization purposes, e.g.[25, 32, 41, 42, 37]. The vector bundle data model of D.Butler [18] is an early approach
introducing a generalized model for the specific, but still
wide range of scientific data. It was particularly successful
as it inspired the implementation of OpenDX [53] and the
Sets and Fields approach of the ASCI project [20].M. Rumpf
et.al. [43] explored a functional description of arbitrary meshes
for visualization purposes. The Sophus C++ library [26]
aims at coordinate-free formulations. This approach allows
to exchange different implementations of the same mathematical concepts through components that are organized
into four layers: 1. mesh layer (implements grids for sequential and parallel HPC machines), 2. scalar field layer
(numerical discretization schemes such as finite differences
and finite elements, including partial derivatives), 3. tensor
layer (coordinate systems, matrices and vectors and general differentiation operators) and the 4. application layer
(solvers for PDEs). However, this approach suffers from severe abstraction penalty and requires a code transformation
tool [7].
With the current advancements of compiler technology in
C++, template meta-programming [55] allows to move various operations from runtime to compile-time. G. Berti [10]
utilized such generic programming techniques to implement
algorithms operating on scientific data independently from
their actual memory layout. Generic programming is also
an essential concept of the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library [1], which allows to exchange the representation of the kernel objects. Recently, a data model based
on a generalization of fiber bundles was patented as a sheaf
data model [16]. The concept of fiber bundles also led to a
data model called the FiberLib [8], which was implemented
as an extension to the commercial visualization software
Amira [52]. Its design concepts will be reviewed in this paper, as well as the coupling of its successor, FiberLib2, with
the Generic Scientific Simulation Environment (GSSE) [28],
a collection of generic algorithms which was recently developed independently at the TU Vienna.

1.2

Organization of the Article

This article discusses a novel approach to form a complete
roadmap from an mathematical formula toward a complete,
self-describing file format of output data.
In section 2 we state the problem from a theoretical point
of view and discuss a systematic approach to achieve both
interoperability among applications as well as re-usability of
software components when building applications. It will be
shown that both aspects complement each other. Section

3 proposes the paradigms that are
for the success of this approach.
tools that we developed to tackle
tion 5 demonstrates the discussed
application example.

considered to be crucial
Section 4 discusses the
these issues, while secmethods via a concrete

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Physical Modeling
Our motivation for solid, mathematical, and physical modeling is derived from the need in high performance applications
in the field of scientific computing, especially in Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD). Briefly, TCAD deals
with the assembly of large equation systems by utilizing discretized partial differential equations from different fields of
physics. All types of PDEs (elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic)
have to be considered for the various types of problems from
the fields of semiconductor simulation [46]. The great diversity of physical phenomena present in semiconductor devices
themselves and in the processes involved in their manufacture make the field of TCAD extremely challenging. Each
of the phenomena can be described by differential equations
of varying complexity.
Boltzmann’s equation for electron transport in semiconductors is the basis for many calculations for device simulations:
∂
~ · grad f = ∂ f |collisions
f + ~v · gradr f + F
(1)
k
∂t
∂t
Here f is the distribution function and v the velocity of the
~ denotes the force of an electric field
charge carriers, while F
on these particles.
Due to the complexity of Boltzmann’s equation, several techniques have been developed which result in various, simpler
models. One of these is the drift diffusion model, which can
be derived from (1) by applying the method of moments
[46]. Therewith PDEs of parabolic as well as elliptic type
are coupled [35]. Due to the highly non-linear behavior of
these equations, special discretization schemes using different shape functions are employed [45]. This results in current relations as shown in (4). These equations are solved
self-consistently with Poisson’s equation, also given in (4).
While for the Poisson equation a linear interpolation is used,
the Scharfetter-Gummel discretization [45] leads to a nonlinear interpolation scheme, which is described by:

q µn Uth
nj B(Λij ) − ni B(−Λij )
(2)
Jn,ij =
dij
Ψj − Ψ i
x
Λij =
B(x) = x
(3)
Uth
e −1
The J represents the current flow, whereas q is the charge
density, µn the mobility for electrons, n the carrier density,
Uth the thermal voltage, and Ψ the potential.
The final drift-diffusion equations are summarized by:
div (ε grad (Ψ))

=

q (n − p − C)

div (Jn ) − q ∂t n
Jn

=
=

qR
q n µn grad (Ψ) + q Dn grad (n)

(4)

Here, R represents the generation-recombination rate, and
Dn the diffusion coefficient.

Another important part in TCAD is the modeling of waves,
which arise, e.g., in mask exposure simulation or in simulating the skin effect in interconnect lines found in todays
microchips. The Maxwell equations can be separated into
coupled scalar equations for the vector components of the
electric as well as magnetic field strength. As an example,
we show two of these equations, where B, H represents the
magnetic part, and E, D the electric part of the electromagnetic field:
∂Ex
∂Ey
∂Bx
=
−
(5)
−
∂t
∂y
∂z
∂Dx
∂Hz
∂Hy
=
−
− Jx
∂t
∂y
∂z
Ideally we would like to solve a physical problem by just stating the problem in abstract mathematical notation and leave
the implementation details to automatisms in the computer.
However, this is not yet possible and we need to consider
discretization schemes for appropriate numerical modeling.

2.2

Numerical Modeling

Different grid types and dimensions of topological elements,
linear and nonlinear solvers with their associated numerical
issues have to be considered during application development
and demand great care to ensure high software quality while
also addressing performance issues. The development of several different discretization schemes has been necessary in
order to best model the underlying physics and to accommodate the mathematical peculiarities of each of these equations while transferring them to the discrete world of digital
computing.
A simple example is given by a generic Poisson equation:

Lell fv (Ψ) ≡

X

(∆e→v Ψ)

v→e

A
ε=V%,
d

(6)

where Ψ denotes the solution quantity and ∆ denotes the
difference. The geometrical factors A and d denote the cross
section for the flux and the distance between the two edge
points, respectively. The integration is performed using finite volumes [35] and leads to a multiplication with the volume V .
For the special case of a TM mode, the following updating
formulation can be derived from the Maxwell equations (5)
by the Yee discretization scheme [60]. We only present Yees
discretization scheme as an example:

+
−

Ezn+1 (i, j) = Ezn (i, j)
∆r n+1/2
1
1
[Hy
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2
2
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1
1
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2
2

(7)

We present implementation examples of these types of equations in the application section.We also demonstrate the development of simple applications with generic components.

2.3

Mathematical Model

Data that are of intrinsically geometric structure are described well by the mathematical theories of topology and

differential geometry. This is the category of data that scientific visualization deals with, in contrast to more abstract
data structures such as trees or graphs which are used e.g.
in information visualization. These mathematical theories
thus form a canonical framework for this category of data
(as exploited in Butler’s vector bundle model [17]) which we
compactly review here:
Let E, B be topological spaces and f : E → B a continuous
map. Then (E, B, f ) is called a fiber bundle if there exists
a space F such that the union of the inverse images of the
projection map f (the fibers) of a neighborhood Ub ⊂ B of
each point b ∈ B are homeomorphic to Ub × F , whereby this
homeomorphism has to be such that the projection pr1 of
Ub × F (that maps each element of this product space to the
element of the first space) yields Ub again:
(E, B, f : E → B) bundle
∃F : ∀b ∈ B : ∃Ub : f

−1

(Ub )

↔
hom

'

Ub × F
and pr1 (Ub × F ) = Ub

E is called the total space E, B is called the base space and
F is called the fiber space. In words, this definition requires
that a total space E (in our case a scientific data set) can be
written locally as the product of a base space B and a fiber
space F . If this can be done globally, then the fiber bundle
is called trivial. Such cases will cover most scientific data;
the Möbius strip is a famous example of a non-trivial fiber
bundle with B = S1 and F = R1 . Its trivial counterpart is
the infinite cylinder S1 × R1 .
Organizing data, which represent a total space, by the concept of a fiber bundle means to separate properties of the
base space (which usually will be a manifold, but more general topological spaces are possible as well) from the properties of the fiber space (e.g. the tangential space containing
vector fields). Both properties can be implemented independently: for instance, the same mechanisms can be used to
access a vector field given on a tetrahedral mesh, a structured grid or on a particle set because the fiber space is
identical. On the other hand, the base space is identical
for different scalars, vectors, tensors etc. data given on the
same tetrahedral grid.
The decomposition of the usually discretized base space is
well described in topology theory as a (“closure-finite, weaktopology”) CW-complex by exploiting incidence and adjacency relationships among n-dimensional cells (open subsets
of the base space that are homeomorph to an n-dimensional
ball) , with two n-cells a, b being adjacent, iff a ∩ b 6= ∅.
Then, a CW-complex C is a hierarchical system of spaces
X (−1) ⊆ X (0) ⊆ X (1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ X (n) , constructed by pairwise
disjoint open cells such that X (n) is obtained from X (n−1) by
attaching adjacent n-cells to each (n−1)-cell and X (−1) = ∅.
The respective subspaces X (n) are called the n-skeletons of
the base space. Supporting this hierarchical structure of
subspaces, each of them possibly carrying a fiber space as
well, allows a systematic handling of scientific data while
sharing common characteristics.
The fiber space, usually continuous, is well described by concepts of differential geometry such as tensor algebra. In the
simpler case of a vector bundle, operations from linear alge-

I.) binary representation: What are the atomic types and
their binary representation? Usually we do not want
to care about these low levels issues but low-level I/O
libraries need to deal with their implementation details. Examples are IEEE float numbers such as float
or double and their byte ordering.
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Figure 1: Tetrahedron span by the four abstraction
levels of a data model and their interfaces, constituting a certain application scenario all together.

bra can be utilized and the fiber space is fully described by
its dimensionality, also called the multiplicity as it defines
the number of quantities per point. However, this information is insufficient to represent the more advanced entities
of differential geometry, which distinguishes e.g. between
tangential (positional) vectors ∂x and co-vectors dx (normal vectors). This distinction is apparent through their inverse coordinate transformation rule. Moreover, the partial
derivative of a tensor field, i.e. the derivation of a tensor field
by a coordinate function, is no longer a tensor field. Instead,
the partial derivative needs to be replaced by the covariant
derivative to achieve a coordinate-free formulation. This
involves the so-called Christoffel symbols, which have the
same multiplicity as a tensor field of 3rd order, but require a
non-tensorial coordinate transformation rule. Obviously the
number of components (multiplicity) needs to be accompanied by some meta-information to be completely described,
i.e. the transition rule.

2.4

Data Model Design

Data exchange and data access, whether it may be internally
within an application via independent software components,
or externally among applications, requires interfaces which
explicitly communicate all properties of a dataset. The more
explicit a description of a certain dataset is through a certain interface, the wider is its coverage as it avoids implicit
assumptions that are only known within a small set of applications or application components.

2.4.1

Abstraction Levels

We identify four abstraction levels required to describe scientific data (similar to the scheme in the Sophus library [26]):

II.) multiplicity and parallelism: How many of the atomic
types do we need to assemble? For instance, how many
atomic types (e.g. floats) do we need to numerically
describe coordinates given on a two-dimensional domain? This multiplicity information allows to build
the “carrier” of elementary (possibly parallelized) numerical operations; examples are tuples and arrays of
atomic types, such as float[3], double[3].
III.) mathematical semantics: What is the mathematical
purpose of a certain object? For instance, a tangential
vector, a normal vector or a coordinate location are
all represented numerically by same number of atomic
types; however, their mathematical properties - as defined from their chart transition rules - are different;
examples are objects implementing the semantics of
differential geometry, such as ∂x vs. dx.
IV.) physical semantics: What is the physical meaning of
a certain data set? Given a vector field, we need to
associate a certain physical meaning to it in order to
determine its purpose, e.g. its role in a differential
equation, or which visualization methods are appropriate for it. For instance, the information that a data
file contains multiple scalar fields is insufficient if it is
not determinable which scalar field refers to temperature or pressure.
While the mathematical semantics (level III) specifies which
operations are possible on a certain field, the specification of
which operations are meaningful on it (level IV) are mostly
user-driven and on the application level. Currently no ontological scheme for physical quantities exists and a textual
representation which is subject to human interpretation is
used instead. A possible automatized approach where to utilize physical quantities or to refer to the governing equations
that were used to create the respective data sets.

2.4.2

Abstraction Interfaces

In a single application with proprietary I/O, the abstraction levels are usually intertwined. However, identifying
each level within a complex context eases the development
of reusable software components because each level can be
implemented independently. We can analyze the different
requirements for the interfaces between these levels through
their relationships as depicted in the tetrahedron of Fig. 1:
I.)→ II.) data structure: The grouping of atomic types to
tuples is implemented via assembling into structured data
complexes; this step builds the multiplicity abstraction level.
II.)→ III.) functional programming: Adding mathematical
operations to a data structure, such as interpreting a tuple
of floats as elements of a vector space, constitutes the mathematical abstraction layer.
I.)↔ III.) generic programming: Implementing (mathematical) operations which can operate on an equivalence class
of data structures is the domain of generic programming.

III.)→ IV.) physical interpretation: The specification of the
purpose of a certain mathematical object for a specific usage
scenario completes the data model. It defines which quantities play what role within the governing equations of an
application.
I.)→ IV.) I/O: Selective I/O (in contrast to an all-memory
core dump) is only possible once the physical semantics of
the involved variables are known; not everything in memory
needs to be saved to disk. This knowledge is only available on the application level and is imperative for interapplication communication.
II.)→ IV.) computational request: High-performance numerical operations in a computer are implemented via optimized
bulk operations on tuples of atomic types. These numerical operations are independent from their mathematical semantics, but driven by the governing equations or human
interaction based on their physical meaning.
The expressiveness of a data model can be measured by its
coverage with respect to these abstraction levels. A model of
higher abstraction level can always be imposed on a model
of lower abstraction level. The respective couplings among
each of these abstraction layers have their specific needs for
various programming paradigm.

2.4.3

Case Study

We discuss the abstraction interfaces within the software
components FiberLib2, GSSE, the HDF5 I/O library [39] and
the Cactus Code [23].
I.) → II.) data structure: An implementation of this abstraction interface is provided by FiberLib2 for a volatile storage and HDF5 for persistent storage. In contrast, GSSE as
a purely generic software component does not provide any
storage mechanisms at all but utilizes iterators that implement an data model of abstraction level II.
II.)→ III.) functional programming: This abstraction layer
is implemented in FiberLib2 through meta-data that allow
to identify vectors and co-vectors, and is complemented by
GSSE to extend the set of of data model operations.
I.)↔ III.) generic programming: GSSE implements one such
set of (mathematical) operations independently of a specific
data structure, with FiberLib2 as one possible carrier.
III.)→ IV.) physical interpretation: FiberLib2 allows this abstraction layer through textual human-interpretable identifiers for so-called grid and field objects, but does not yet
provide support beyond this (such as an ontology for physical quantities).
I.)→ IV.) I/O: This interface is implemented via F5 [9],
the HDF5 I/O layer of FiberLib2. It may be utilized as a
standalone C library that directly speaks to an application
without requiring the application to know about the FiberLib’s data model.
II.) → IV.) computational request: This relationship is represented by the Cactus Code [23], which provides an abstraction layer in its kernel (the “flesh”) for operations on
grid functions and takes care of parallelization issues. The
concrete implementation of data structures and operations
is deferred to plugins (the “thorns”). As such, the Cactus
Code is orthogonal in its functionality to GSSE (implementing generic operations) and FiberLib2 (implementing generic
data structures). Integration of FiberLib2 and GSSE within
Cactus will be subject of future work.

3.

PROGRAMMING PARADIGMS

In many areas of scientific computing there is a manifold
of software applications and tools available which provide
methods and libraries for the solution of very specific problem classes [55, 47, 14, 11]. They are mostly specialized on a
certain type of underlying mathematical model, resulting in
a solution process which is highly predictable. However, it
is important to note that such applications impose restrictions on possible solution methods which cannot be foreseen
at the beginning of modern program development. But, as
it can be observed from the last section, the development
of highly reusable software components for this highly complex area demands different programming paradigms for an
efficient realization. A software component is reusalbe if it
can be used beyond its initial use within a single application
or group of applications without modification.
Initially only one- and two-dimensional data structures were
used due to the limitations of computer resources. The
imperative programming paradigm was sufficient for this
type of task. With the improvement of computer hardware
and the rise of object-oriented programming paradigm, the
shift to more complex data models was possible. Finally,
the generic programming paradigm has emerged and has
eased the development of independent algorithms. Therewith more operations on each data structure were possible
and the distance to the mathematical semantic was steadily
reduced.
Another important part in developing components for scientific computing are performance aspects, which should be
handled orthogonally to the development of applications.
Optimizations can thereby be treated separately. Related
to Section 2.4.2, the performance aspects are part of the
generic programming edge. With the multi-language approach, performance aspects cannot be considered orthogonally because of the use of compiled modules which require
an interface layer in order to build applications.

3.1

OO vs. Generic vs. Imperative

Implications to application development can be observed
clearly by studying the evolution of the object-oriented paradigm from imperative programming. The object-oriented
programming paradigm [58] has significantly eased the software development of complex tasks, due to the decomposition of problems into modular entities. It allowed the specification of class hierarchies with its virtual class polymorphism (subtyping polymorphism), which was a major enhancement for many different types of applications. But
another important goal in the field of scientific computing, orthogonal libraries, cannot be achieved easily by this
paradigm. A simple example for an orthogonal library is
a software component, which is completely exchangeable,
e.g. a sorting algorithm for different data structures [47].
An inherent property of this paradigm is the divergence of
generality and specialization [57, 3, 5]. Hereby the objectoriented programming paradigm is pushed to its limit with
the requirements in the field of scientific computing, due to
interface specifications, performance issues, and orthogonality. Even though the trend of combining algorithms and
data structures is able to provide generalized access to the
data structures through objects, it is observable that the
interfaces of these objects become more complex as more

functionality is added. The intended generality often results in inefficiency of the programs, due to virtual function
calls which have to be evaluated at run-time. Compiler optimizations such as inlining or loop-unrolling cannot be used
efficiently, if at all. A lot of research was carried out to circumvent these issues [6], but major problems arise in the
details [21].
Modern paradigms, such as the generic programming paradigm (GP [38, 30]), have the same major goals as object
oriented programming, like re-usability and orthogonality.
However, the problem is tackled from a different point of
view [22]. Together with meta-programming (MP) [2], generic programming accomplishes both a general solution for
most application scenarios and highly specialized code parts
for minor scenarios without sacrificing performance [31, 4,
24] due to partial specialization. The C++ language supports this paradigm with another type of polymorphism
which is realized with template programming [50], the parametric polymorphism. Combining this type of polymorphism with meta-programming, the compiler can generate
highly specialized code without adversely affecting orthogonality. This allows the programmer to focus on libraries
which provide concise interfaces with an emphasis on orthogonality, as can be found in the STL[34] or the BGL[47].
The generic programming paradigm establishes homogeneous
interfaces between algorithms and data structures without
sub-typing polymorphism by an abstract access mechanism,
the iterator concept. This concept specifies an abstract
mechanism for accessing data structures in a concise way.
Functional programming (FP) [36] eases the specification
of equations and offers extendable expressions while retaining the functional dependence of formulae by higher order
functions. The features of meta-programming offer the embedding of domain-specific terms and mechanisms directly
into the language, as well as compile-time algorithms to obtain optimal run-time. To analyze the shift of paradigms
and the advantages of using different paradigms, we review
the development of applications at the Institute for Microelectronics at the TU Vienna. The programming paradigms
used are stated as well, to highlight the development and
achievements enabled by the different paradigms:

Name
MINIMOS
S*AP
WSS
VGML
GSSE

Year
1980
1989
2000
2005
2006

Paradigm
imperative
imperative
OO
OO, GP
OO, GP, FP, MP

Information
[46]
[44]
[13]
[27]
[28]

The shift from imperative programming to a large variety of
different programming paradigms, such as generic programming, functional programming, and meta-programming, results in an enormous simplification of code. This development can be estimated using the total lines of code which is
necessary to write applications [24].

year
1980
1990
2000
2006

lines of code
100.000
300.000
600.000
20.000

paradigm
imperative
imperative
imperativ, OO
OO, GP, FP, MP

language
Fortran
C, Fortran
C, C++
C++

By using generic components, the application design is reduced to specify the important parts only. All other source
code is hidden in the components. The drastic reduction
of source lines arises from the fact, that all complex data
structure relevant code is now concentrated in one library, a
generic topology library (GTL, [29]). The mathematical formalism is covered by a generic discretization library (GDL,
[51]).
The C and Fortran languages do not offer techniques for a
variable degree of optimization, such as controlled loop unrolling [49, 33]. Such tasks are left to the compiler. Therefore, libraries have to use special techniques such as practiced by ATLAS [59] or have to rely on manually tuned
code elements which have been assembled by domain experts or the vendors of the microprocessor architecture used.
Thereby, a strong dependence on the vendor of the microprocessor is incurred. In short, these methods hugely complicate the development process of high performance libraries.
The basic parts of how to achieve high performance in C++
can be summarized as follows:
• Parametric polymorphism: with the compiler’s datatype-based function selection at compile time, a global
optimization with inlined function blocks and interprocedure/inter-library optimization is possible.
• Lightweight object optimization [48]: allocation to registers is possible with the reduction of structures to
their basic parts.
The unique way parametric polymorphism is realized in C++
[50, 40] makes it possible to write compile-time libraries that
enable an optimization across the boundaries of the libraries,
thereby reaching new performance optima at the expense of
increased compile time, but also reduction of implementation task due to more abstraction and thus reusability. This
has already been demonstrated in the field of numerical analysis, yielding figures comparable to Fortran [55, 54, 56], the
previously undisputed candidate for this kind of calculation.

3.2

Property-based vs. Content-type

The question of what paradigms are most appropriate to
implement certain parts is tightly coupled to the kind of
queries that need to be dealt with. Just as programming
languages distinguish different data types, so mathematics
and physics discuss several different entities such as scalar
or vector fields. The properties of these entities are unambiguously described in the fiber bundle model. In the
FiberLib data model these properties are mapped to specific
entries in a five-level hierarchical system, which is reviewed
in section 4.2. The inverse problem is to find out the entity
from a given set of properties. This query may be addressed
by adding a content-type meta-tag that answers exactly this

question. However, while such a content-type solution might
well aid for a debugging purpose, it defeats the purpose of
the fiber bundle model, as it is an alias to the total space instead of allowing separate views to the base and fiber space.
This separation is the strength of the fiber bundle model
and ensures the high re-usablity of operations for similar
data types. In particular, a certain operation will hardly be
required to make use of all properties of the total space at the
same time; instead, it is more appropriate for an operator to
query whether the current data entity of interest will provide the properties that are required to perform the desired
operation. This way the “what” inquiry is transformed into
a “how” inquiry, which is more appropriate for re-usability
of software components as well as for interoperability among
applications.

4. COUPLING GENERIC ENVIRONMENTS
4.1 GSSE
Generic library design deals with the conceptual categorization of computational domains, the reduction of algorithms
to their minimal conceptual requirements, and strict performance guarantees. The benefits of this approach are the
re-usability and the orthogonality of the resulting software.
Generic libraries were pioneered by the Standard Template
Library (STL) in C++, but both software and language
technology have long gone beyond STL. GSSE is based on
two generic libraries, GTL and GDL.
We compiled libraries which contain functionality meeting
four main criteria. First, the library should be complete so
that all applications can be written exclusively using this
library (as well as standard libraries). Indeed, completeness
increases the usability enormously, because no components
have to be added while existing components can be adapted.
Second, the parts of the library should be usable for a broad
range of different applications. Each of the software components is not only written for a very specific purpose, but for
a manifold of problems. Third, the interoperability of the
library must not be affected by its completeness. Even if the
complete library can be used by itself, it has to provide standardized interfaces which guarantee compatibility for data
structures which have not been foreseen in the initial design.
The GTL was developed to interpret data structures as cell
complexes of a certain dimension. Because of the combinatorial properties of complexes, a higher-dimensional data
structure can also be considered as the projection onto any
lower-dimensional one, thereby traversed in multiple ways.
Related to the base space property of the fiber model, the
GTL operates on the n-skeletons. Because of the distinction between local and global properties, data type designers can at the same time control which incidence relations,
thus which kinds of efficient traversal, are available. Local
properties can be depicted by local or explicit neighborhood
information, whereas global properties are modelled by implicit neighborhood information.
The GDL was developed to describe a set of common operations for solving partial differential equations, namely those
concerned with assembling equations. By examining several
libraries a common framework was developed that encompassed finite element, finite volumes, and finite difference
techniques. The library uses C++ techniques to very suc-

cinctly express how to assemble the discretized form of the
partial differential equations.

4.2

FiberLib2

Inspired by the Butler’s vector bundle data model [17] and
OpenDX, “FiberLib2” is a re-implementation of a data model
which was originally conceived [8] for visualizing numerical
data originating from of general relativity (GR). Since the
mathematics of GR requires explicit treatment of otherwise
implicitly assumed properties of space and time, designing a
data model to cover GR improves its genericity. The model
is represented by an acyclic graph of five levels with actual
data sets only at the end nodes of the graph. The location of a data set throughout the path in the graph defines
the semantics of the specific data set, allowing to naturally
group data sets [into “index spaces”] which share common
properties. These levels are

1. slice (grouping all data which belong to a certain point
in the parameter space)
2. grid (grouping data which refer to a certain data source)
3. topology (grouping data which describe a - mostly
topological - property of a grid instance)
4. representation (grouping all data which describe a
topological property with respect to “something else”,
e.g. a coordinate system or cell - vertex relationships)
5. field (actual data sets storing numerical information).

This model eases database-like queries such as which data
exist for a certain timestep or which vertices exist per cell of
a certain mesh. Internal reverse representations also allow
inverse queries, such as asking for which time steps or on
which grids a certain field exists, or for the cells per vertex.
From these five levels, only the grid and field levels are exposed to the application. Their identifiers carry semantic
information beyond the pure mathematical description. The
topology level corresponds to the skeleton spaces of a CWcomplex or multiple refinement levels and is used to identify
the topological properties of a grid. The representation level
allows multiple coordinates of the same field to co-exist, such
that a numerical scheme may choose the best one suitable
for a certain problem. Not all data sets need to be stored
explicitly, e.g. functional representations such as the vertex
coordinates of a uniform grid may be built from few parameters.
Beyond the pure in-memory representation of the data model,
its data structures map more or less directly to various file
formats. The hierarchical structure inherent to HDF5 provides a natural representation. We made this HDF5 representation of the data model usable an independent C library
in order to equip external application with a compatible I/O
layer. This C library, called “F5”, provides a simple interface for most application scenarios which occur in external
applications.

4.3

Coupling FiberLib2 and GSSE

FiberLib2 and GSSE have both been developed independently,
but share the same mathematical background: topology and
differential geometry. FiberLib2 provides a data model consisting of base space and fiber space that GSSE may operate
on: The GTL part of the GSSE offers all different types of
topological traversal through the base space, whereas with
the GDL of the GSSE, algorithms and equations of the fiber
space can be described easily.
Both environments are complementary. Interoperability possibilities between applications are provided by FiberLib2 and
added as feature to GSSE, which primarily aims at application design. The GTL provides a complete and comprehensive iterator hierarchy, yielding a unique data access mechanism for all different dimensions and topological structures.
The GDL eases the specification of equations as well as complete algorithms. By close coupling of these generic environments, it is possible to implement well scaling applications rapidly. Several advantages can be derived directly
from the functional nature of the GDL. On the one hand,
side-effects which complicate the actual software development are reduced to a minimum. On the other hand, the
functional character of the equations can be retained and
equations can therewith be build step by step. The result
is a high-performance multi-paradigm environment with a
comprehensive and complete underlying data model.

inter *= A (* eit ) / d (* eit ) * u_n (* eit );
div_u_u += inter ;
}

Both, the mechanisms for quantity access as well as the
mechanisms for combined iteration and accumulation can
be implemented as separate code elements. It can also be
seen easily that only the iterator of the innermost loop is
used when accessing quantities.

5.2

Discrete Formulation with the GDL

The GDL implements function objects which encapsulate
the functionality of loops over incident elements combined
with accumulation. A possible implementation of such a
loop can be found in the following code snippet which is
written within the context of the Phoenix 2 library [15].
eval ( Env & env , Initial & init , Summand & summand )
{
base_elem ( at <0 >( env . args ));
Iterator iter ( base_elem );
result = init . eval ( env );
while ( iter . valid ())
{
result += summand . eval ( newenv ( env , * iter ));
++ iter ;
}
}

5. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
5.1 Traversal and Data Access with the GTL
The GTL allows the specification of algorithms independently from the actual dimension or topological structure
of the grid. In order to find a concise definition, however,
we have to identify parts of the code which are commonly
used and re-formulate the used code parts in a manner which
fulfills the requirements of
• re-usability and
• formulation close to mathematics.
The following code snippet shows the conventional implementation using GTL methods only. It is used to specify the
div(u ⊗ u) term of the Navier Stokes equations using finite
volume schemes. We use u on vertices to access the value
of the fluid velocity. On the edges we have A, d as Voronoi
geometry factors of the dual graph as well as the normal flux
u n. The iterators vertex edge as well as edge vertex are
used to retrieve all incident edges of a vertex and all incident
vertices of an edge.
array <3 > div_u_u ;
vertex_edge eit ( v );
for (; eit . valid (); ++ eit )
{
array <3 > inter = 0;
edge_vertex vit (* eit );
for (; vit . valid (); ++ vit )
{
inter += u (* vit );
}

The iterator iter is constructed via the base element which
is passed to the function object. Then the result is initialized
using another function object called init. This is required
to abstract the initial value from the underlying numerical
data type as well as the accumulation operation (e.g. multiplication).
After the initialization, all incident elements are traversed
with the iterator iter. The valid() method states if the
dereferentiation of the iterator would yield a valid result.
The summand function object is evaluated on the newly traversed elements *iter. The Phoenix2 library provides convenient construction of functional data structures such as
higher order functions, named and unnamed variables, binders
and operators, however, it imposes the use of environments
which slightly reduce the transparency of the code. For the
discrete formulation, the following code can be used.
Using object generators [2], the formulation of mathematical
expressions can be simplified enormously, mostly because
types can be derived automatically. The expression can be
written in the following form.
sum < base_traversed >( Initial )[ Summand ]

Here, base denotes the type of the base element such as
vertex, while traversed stands for the type of the traversed element (e.g. edge). In this case the expression
(vertex edge) traverses all edges which are incident to one
vertex.
Functional programming allows us to formulate a discretization scheme concise while it still provides the dimensional

and topological independence. Therefore we can formulate
the Navier Stokes equations using finite volumes in the following manner:
sum < vertex_edge >()
[
sum < edge_vertex >()[ u ( _1 )]
* A ( _1 ) / d ( _1 ) * u_n ( _1 )
]

The unnamed function 1 is used to evaluate the quantities
in the innermost loop. At this level, different formulations
in finite element schemes or finite volume schemes lead to
different formulae.

5.3

Implementation of Equations with GSSE

A generic Laplace (6) can be implemented by the following
source code. First, the right hand side is set to zero:
eq = sum < vertex_edge >
[
sum < edge_vertex >(0.0 , _e )
[ psi * orient ( _1 , _e )
] * A / d * eps
]

With small changes the Laplace equation can be extended to
a Poisson equation. With the next code snippet the great
extensibility of the functional programming approach can
be clearly observed. Most of the source code remains unchanged; only minor parts have to be added.
eq = sum < vertex_edge >
[
sum < edge_vertex >(0.0 , _e )
[ psi * orient ( _1 , _e )
] * A / d * eps
] - V * rho

The data accessor implementation takes care of accessing
data sets with different data locality, e.g., data on vertices,
edges, facets, or cells. In this case, V and rho are located
on different objects.
The source code of the discretized drift-diffusion equations
(4) is shown in the following code snippet:
// Poisson equation
equation_poiss =
sum < vertex_edge >
[
sum < edge_vertex >(0.0 , _e )
[ psi * orient ( _1 , _e )
] * A / d * eps
] - ( n - p + nA - nD ) * ( V * q /( eps0 * epsr )))
// C o n t i n u i t y equation for e l e c t r o n s
equation_n = sum < vertex_edge >
[
sum < edge_vertex >(0.0 , _e )
[
orient ( _e , _1 ) * n ( _1 ) *
Bern ( locate ( _e )
[ sum < edge_vertex >[ psi ]/ U_th ])* A / d ]
)
]
]

The Bernoulli function, given in (3), is mapped to Bern,
while psi is a functional object providing access to a quantity. Due to the functional specification, a special mechanism has to be introduced locate( e) to obtain the edge
information in the innermost part.
While the Yee formulation of equation (7) makes use of staggered grids, the application on structured topologies causes
an enormous simplification. Instead of special grids, we employ higher dimensional elements such as edges and faces for
the representation of electrical field strength and magnetic
induction. It turns out that the tensorial character of the
quantities fits into the dimensionality concept of the topological elements. The final source code is presented in the
following code snippet. The minimal requirement to specify
such complex equations can be seen clearly.
E += dt * d / eps * sum < edge_facet >(0.0 , _e )
[
H / A * orient ( _e , _1 )
]

5.4

Continuous Layer

Even though these formulae can be specified for several different discretization schemes, the formulation still requires
much in-depth knowledge of each single discretization scheme.
The use of different namespaces offers the possibility to use
different discretization schemes as well as different mechanisms of operators. For this reason it is possible to provide
different discretization schemes using the same formulation.
The discretization schemes can be easily exchanged by using
various namespaces.
The major advantage of this method is that the actual mathematical problem is specified continuously rather than discretely. Therefore, the in-depth knowledge of the final library user can be reduced enormously while still providing
the flexibility of exchanging discretization schemes.

5.5

Final Implementation

The following code shows the final implementation of the introduced concepts for the discretization of the Navier Stokes
equations.
The function objects, or actors, are combined with mechanisms of the GDL to specify the complete equation at compile time. The run-time part consists of the evaluation of the
function objects on the vertices using incidence information
only.

...
scalar_quantity psi("psi");
scalar_quantity rho("rho");
AUTO(equ_poiss, div(grad((psi)) - rho );
...
for (vertex_iterator vit = vertex_begin();
vit.valid(); ++vit)
{
linear_equation<numeric_type> poisson
= equ_poiss(*vit);
// ... assemble the equations ...
}

The expression AUTO1 is only used to a missing feature in the
current C++ language. With the upcoming new C++0x
standard the keyword auto is part of the language and we
can write the following instead:

describing physical quantities independently of their naming
conventions, which even among physicist lead to confusion.
The planned introduction of metric units into HDF5 will be
useful for this purpose.

auto equ_poiss = div(grad((psi)) - rho ;

6.

With GDL and GTL we have a framework which provides
a very high language flexible generic implementation for a
wide variety of different problems within the range of scientific computing, especially the solution of partial differential equations. Due to the generic implementation, the
performance of software can be improved orthogonally to
the actual formulation of the problem.

5.6

Data Output

The file resulting from the numerical simulation has to encompasses the time-dependent output of dynamic eqn. (4)
as Ψ, n, p and eqn. (5) as E, H, A, D. These fields live on
different skeletons of the grid:
• Vertex fields: Ψ, n, p
• Edge fields: A, D
• Face fields: E, H
Using the HDF5 I/O layer of FiberLib2, this output information will appear in a file listing (using the HDF5 standard
tool h5ls) as:
/T=1.0/GSSE/Points Group
/T=1.0/GSSE/Points/Cartesian Group
/T=1.0/GSSE/Points/Cartesian/Positions Dataset {98317}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Points/Cartesian/psi Dataset {98317}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Points/Cartesian/n Dataset {98317}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Points/Cartesian/p Dataset {98317}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Edges Group
/T=1.0/GSSE/Edges/Points Group
/T=1.0/GSSE/Edges/Points/Positions Dataset {81317}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Edges/Cartesian/A Dataset {81317}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Edges/Cartesian/D Dataset {81317}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Faces Group
/T=1.0/GSSE/Faces/Points Group
/T=1.0/GSSE/Faces/Points/Positions Dataset {53965}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Faces/Cartesian/E Dataset {53965}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Faces/Cartesian/H Dataset {53965}
/T=1.0/GSSE/Connectivity Group
/T=1.0/GSSE/Connectivity/Points Group
/T=1.0/GSSE/Connectivity/Points/Positions Dataset {70965}

The file structure provides a grouping of the simulation fields
according to their topological relationship within the mesh.
From the mathematical point of view, this file structure is
self-describing, yielding an abstraction level III. What is left
for future work is the replacement of textual descriptions
such as psi, A, D etc. by some ontology-based scheme for
1

Using the GNU C++ compiler or the BOOST library,
it can be implemented using the preprocessor expression
#define AUTO(var, value) typeof(value) var = value

CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the coupling of two a-priori independently
developed software components, FiberLib2 and GSSE. We
analyzed their abstraction capabilities and found them to
share the same mathematical semantics. The first component, aiming at inter-application aspects, and the second
one, aiming at intra-application design, complement each
other perfectly. Their coupling results in a high performance
framework which allows to specify equations close to their
mathematical notation and to create output data files that
are able to fully communicate the mathematical content in
a self-describing way.
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